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Abstract
This work involves the design and implementation of a real-time Machine Vision-based
Human Computer Interface (HCI) that analyzes and interprets a music conductor’s gestures
to detect the musical \beat" that the conductor’s actions convey. This HCI system interfaces
directly with the \Virtual Orchestra", an electronic MIDI sequenced \orchestra". Prior
to the development of this HCI system, the real time control of tempo of the \Virtual
Orchestra" could only be controlled by tapping a tempo on a MIDI controller device{a
process that is foreign to most music conductors. The real-time beat information detected
by this HCI system allows a conductor to conduct the \Virtual Orchestra" as if it were and
together with a live orchestra.
This system was developed using the BroadwayTM real-time color image capture board
manufactured by Data Translation, Incorporated. The implementation involved the use of
Microsoft Visual C++, Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) for the Graphical User Inter-
face (GUI), Video For Windows (VFW), MIDI note generation, and Intel assembly level
code for algorithm optimization. Algorithms were developed for rapid RGB color thresh-
olding, multiple contour extraction, fast contour based area and center of mass calculations,
and gesture interpretation. Real time, live-video interpretation has been achieved and an
end-to-end system has been demonstrated in conjuction with a MIDI sequencer.
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Introduction
Two devices are at work which are driving the development of new technology. First,
the computer is being used in more applications in which the keyboard and mouse are not
a natural means of communication. Second, the processing power of today’s microproces-
sors is growing to a point where new Human-Computer Interface (HCI) systems become
implementable.
In this thesis, we will present research work that resulted from Professor Frederick
Bianchi’s need for a better Human-Computer Interface for his \Virtual Orchestra". As the
name implies, the Virtual Orchestra attempts to authentically reproduce a live orchestra
using pre-programmed sequences of synthesized and sampled instrument sounds. Bianchi
takes an orchestra score of a given piece and enters each note of each instrumental part into
a MIDI sequencer. The main advantage of the Virtual Orchestra over other alternatives
(such as playing pre-recorded music) is that the system can be adapted in real time to the
desires and needs of a given singer and/or conductor. For example, if in concert a singer
takes a tempo dierent from the rehearsal tempo, the Virtual Orchestra can adapt in real
time based on the information sent to it by the system operator. The system also allows
for real time changes in volume of various instruments within the Virtual Orchestra. All of
this would be impossible with a simple recording.
As the Virtual Orchestra began stirring up more interest among various opera com-
panies, the need for a better Human Computer Interface became evident. Although it is
possible that the Virtual Orchestra could replace an orchestra of live instrumentalists in
the future, the current goal for the Virtual Orchestra technology is to make the Virtual
Orchestra one of the \instruments" in the orchestra. In other words, the goal is to have
2live instrumentalists play in conjunction with the Virtual Orchestra, all under the control
of an orchestra conductor. Rather than requiring a computer operator with the technical
understanding to run the program and make necessary adjustments during a live perfor-
mance, an interface was desired that would allow a real conductor to \conduct" the Virtual
Orchestra as if it were a real orchestra and have the Virtual Orchestra respond as a real
orchestra would.
This would require a unique HCI for interpreting a conductor’s gestures and translating
these gestures into commands that can be understood by the Virtual Orchestra system. In
addition to being able to interpret a conductor’s gestures, the goal was to design an HCI
system that does not require the use of active sensing, special wands, or other constraints on
the physical motion of the conductor. The desire was to be able to use a simple video camera
as input into the HCI system and to avoid the use of any special gestures or equipment. In
other words, the HCI system should allow the conductor to conduct the Virtual Orchestra
as he or she would conduct a live orchestra. Addressing this HCI need became the goal of
this thesis project.
1.1 Music and Conducting
Designing a system that can track the motions of an orchestra conductor and at the same
time extract a musical beat and other information (such as volume) from those motions is
not a trivial problem. However, before discussing the technical details of detecting a beat,
some basic musical terminology should be discussed rst. With the exception of some avant-
garde 20th century music, every piece of music is subdivided into measures. Each measure
is assigned a meter that tells the musician how many rhythmic beats there are within the
measure and what length note is assigned to a beat. For example, a measure with a 34 meter
tells the musician that there are three rhythmic beats in the measure (from the \3" in the
numerator) and that a quarter note is assigned to a beat (from the \4" in the denominator).
Most traditional western music typically stays in a given meter throughout a given piece.
However, a great deal of contemporary 20th century music changes meters as often as every
measure. If the beat detecting system is going to be capable of handling the vast majority
of music, it must be capable of detecting a beat from any kind of meter without knowing
any information about the music itself.
Conductors typically will give one or more preparatory beats, with the exact number
3of prepartory beats depending on the piece and the personal preference of the conductor.
Preparatory beats prepare the musicians for the upcoming tempo that the conductor will
be taking, resulting in a more unied entrance among all of the musicians. The conducting
patterns shown in Figure 1.1 are drawn as an audience member looking at the conductor’s
back would see the conductor’s hand movement. If the conductor were to use the conducting
style shown in Figure 1.1(a), he may give a single preparatory beat, which would begin on
beat #2 (as labeled in the Figure). From beat #2, the conductor’s hand would move
upwards and then straight down to the point labeled \1", which corresponds with beat #1
of this 2-beat conducting pattern. As soon as the conductor’s hand reaches the bottom
of the movement located at beat #1, his hand moves upward and clockwise around. The
bottom of the clockwise movement represents beat number 2. This whole process repeats
for each measure.
1 2 1 2
(b)(a)
Figure 1.1: Two example 2-beat conducting patterns. (a) A legato style pattern. (b) An
angular style pattern.
Every meter can have a range of conducting patterns associated with it depending on
the style of the piece and the type of mood that the conductor is trying to present to the
musicians and audience. For example, in a legato (connected) piece, the conductor may
use flowing gestures similar to the two beat conducting pattern shown in Figure 1.1(a) as
a means of expressing the legato style. Alternatively, a piece like a \march" that is in
the same meter as the legato piece would probably be conducted in a much more angular
manner similar to that shown in Figure 1.1(b).
Furthermore, a conductor’s style of conducting is very much like an individual’s sig-
nature. While every person’s signature contains the 26 characters of the alphabet, every
4person’s signature looks a little dierent from everyone else’s. Thus, the system must be
capable of detecting the beat despite personal and interpretational dierences of style.
If that doesn’t complicate things enough, even if the conductor were to maintain the same
same beat pattern throughout a piece, it would be impossible for the conductor to keep his
hand and/or baton tracing out the exact same pattern for measure after measure. Finally, in
the event that the conductor stops conducting momentarily or the conductor’s hand becomes
obscured or hidden from view, the system must be able to estimate when future beats should
occur. Future beat prediction may seem like an unnecessary requirement, but this happens
often in live performances. In live performances the singers and/or instrumentalists can
continue singing or playing for a short time even if the conductor stops conducting, thus
this HCI system must also be capable of dealing with temporary information interruptions.
1.2 Current HCI Development
As mentioned previously, with the power of today’s microprocessors, the computer is
being used in many new applications in which the keyboard and mouse are not the natural
means of communication.
One area of research that is particularly close to this research is being conducted by
Jakub Segen at Lucent Technologies [16]. Segen’s research focuses on the limitations of
current input devices for use with virtual reality systems due to a lack of degrees of freedom
of the input devices. Segen is developing new input devices for these systems that allow for
more degrees of freedom on the input device and do not require special gloves. He believes
that this goal is best accomplished with the use of multisensor fusion and has developed as
system that can track the 3-dimensional movement of a person’s hand in real time using
two cameras. A limited number of hand gestures can be interpretted by the system to
control the virtual environment. For example, in a flight simulator program developed by
Segen, pointing with a nger can be used to steer a virtual plane. Velocity is controlled by
the moving the hand closer or further away. Roll, pitch, and yaw angles of the flight are
controlled by the rotation of the hand.
Although Segen’s research indicates that real-time processing of video data is possible,
his method is not particularly useful for this project. While two video cameras are useful
for obtaining 3-dimensional movement of an object, 3-dimensional data is not necessary for
detecting the gestures of an orchestra conductor as demonstrated by the activities of an
5orchestra conductor. Furthermore, Segen’s system requires precise positioning of the two
cameras in order to work properly and it limits the total volume within which the hand
can move. Since the Virtual Orchestra system must be set up under many dierent eld
conditions and the desire is to not limit or change the behavior of a conductor and to allow
simultaneous direction of human instrumentalists, Segen’s system is not well suited to the
Virtual Orchestra gesture detection problem.
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System Overview
2.1 Design Requirements
The most important design constraint of this system is that of maintaining real time
operation. Since video cameras in the United States display 30 video frames per second
according to the NTSC standard, each frame must be processed and interpreted within
33 milliseconds ( 130 frames=second). Therefore, the overall design scheme needed to achieve
accurate results with a minimal amount of processing. As a result, each block within
the system had to be coded so as to require a minimal number of clock cycles. This often
required writing assembly language code and utilizing the MMX instructions on the Pentium
II microprocessor chip.
Figure 2.1 shows a block diagram of the overall system. Video images are captured
with a color video camera which is focused on the Virtual Orchestra’s conductor. The
analog output of the video camera is sent to the Data Translation Broadway color image
capture board. The Broadway image capture board takes the analog video signal from
the video camera and converts it to digital video images in \BW10" format{an MPEG-like
compression developed by Data Translation. As this project design is mainly software-
oriented, the video camera and Broadway image capture board are used to provide the
source image frames that drive the software. Although the Broadway capture card itself
did not require any design change, a good understanding of how it works was necessary in
order to properly interface it with the software design.
The software design involved six main stages: video decompression, RGB color thresh-
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Figure 2.1: Overall system design.
olding, contour extraction, contour area and center of mass calculation, beat detection, and
MIDI note generation. The basic design concept is as follows: If the Virtual Orchestra
conductor were to wear gloves of a particular color, one could design an image processing
system that could track the conductor’s hands by searching for the color of the gloves via a
process known as color thresholding. Once the gloves are extracted from each video frame,
further processing can determine the instantaneous location of the gloves. The resulting
sequence of locations can then be interpreted to extract the desired beat information.
82.2 Color Thresholding
2.2.1 RGB Color Thresholding
Every color can be characterized by the relative intensities of red, green, and blue (RGB)
that make up that color. Most of today’s PC video cards display and store pixel colors in
RGB format, meaning that every pixel in a video picture is set based on a given amount
of red, green, and blue intensity. In hardware, RGB values are typically captured and
represented as 32-bit values, where the low-order byte contains a value for the relative
intensity of red; the second byte contains a value for green; and the third byte contains a
value for blue. The high-order byte has no meaning in our hardware, though it may be used
to represent \transparency" in some applications. The maximum value for a single byte is
255, giving a total range of 256 values (0 to 255) per byte. Therefore, a total of nearly 16.8
million (2563) color combinations are possible in the typical implementation.
Thresholding typically involves setting a value, or threshold, used to make a decision
regarding membership of a value within a certain set. If the value of the given set member
is greater than the threshold value, it \passes", otherwise it \fails". Figure 2.2 below shows
an example of an 8-bit grayscale image. An 8-bit grayscale image represents each pixel
within the image as an 8-bit value, ranging from 0 to 255. A pixel value of 0 reprents black
and a pixel value of 255 represents white. All values between 0 and 255 represent shades of
gray. As the pixel value approaches 255, the intensity of gray decreases, eventually fading
to white.
Figure 2.3 shows the results of Figure 2.2 after being thresholded with a grayscale value
of 113. Any grayscale pixel in Figure 2.2 with a value greater than 113 is set to white (255)
in the resulting image in Figure 2.3. All other pixels are set to black (0).
Color thresholding is based on this same concept. The concept of color thresholding is
that one can dene a range of red, green, and blue intensity thresholds. If the red intensity
value of a given pixel is within the red threshold range and the green intensity value is
within the green threshold range and the blue intensity value is within the blue threshold
range, then that pixel \passes" and is set to white, otherwise it is set to black. This results
in a black and white image in which all of the pixels within the RGB threshold range are set
to white and everything else is set to black. Figure 2.4 below shows a picture of the author
9Figure 2.2: 8-bit per pixel grayscale image without thresholding.
Figure 2.3: 8-bit per pixel grayscale image after applying a threshold value of 113.
with colored dots placed on his ngertips. Figure 2.5 shows the results of Figure 2.4 after
having been color thresholded with a Red \pass" range of 17 to 57, a Green \pass" range of
114 to 184, and a Blue \pass" range of 75 to 105. The RGB color space can be visualized as
a box (see Figure 2.6(a)) in which the red, green, and blue intensities represent the x, y, and
10
z axes. Gray colors are on the diagonal line going from the white corner to the black corner.
The set of pass colors used for the color thresholding can be thought of as a smaller box
of \pass" colors within the complete RGB color box (see Figure 2.6(b)). The RGB \pass"
ranges used in this example represent a total of nearly 69,905 (41x55x31 = 69,905) of the
nearly 16.8 million possible RGB colors. As can be seen, these values encompass most{but
not all{of the colors represented by the dark green dot.
Figure 2.4: Bitmap image with full RGB color.
Although it would appear much more straight-forward to simply compare each RGB
pixel value in an image with a single RGB value corresponding to the color of the object
of interest, this is impossible. Simply varying the amount of light on an object results in
large changes in RGB value. Additionally, as the conductor’s hand moves, a wide variety of
shading changes occur, making it necessary to look at a range of RGB colors rather than a
single RGB color. Figure 2.7 shows the results of Figure 2.4 after being color thresholded
with a single RGB pixel value that represents a dark green color (R=37, G=149, B=90). As
can be seen, even though the entire area appears to be dark green, very few pixels actually
correspond with this single dark green RGB value. As the rst color thresholding example
showed (see Figure 2.5), even with the nearly 70,000 RGB values set as \pass" colors, these
still did not include all of the green colors represented by the dark green dot.
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Figure 2.5: Figure 2.4 after color thresholding the dark green dot.
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(b)(a)
Figure 2.6: (a) The RGB color box. Gray values are represented by the diagonal from the
white corner to the black corner. (b) The RGB color box with the smaller thresholding
\pass" box.
The ideal result of color thresholding would be an image in which only the pixels repre-
senting the conductor’s glove pass. Unfortunately, the actual outcome is not so simple. As
was mentioned previously, the conductor must wear unusually colored gloves. This strategy
is employed in an attempt to minimize the number of non-glove pixels in the image that will
pass the color thresholding test. For example, if the conductor were to wear white gloves
it would be very dicult to determine which area of the resulting threshold image was the
glove and which was the conductor’s white tuxedo shirt. Making the conductor wear gloves
12
Figure 2.7: The results of Figure 2.4 after being color thresholded with a single RGB pixel
value that represents a dark green color (R=37, G=149, B=90).
of a non-typical color reduces{but does not necessarily eliminate{the possibility of two large
areas of the image passing the color thresholding test. Furthermore, the RGB threshold
ranges often must be set fairly large in order for enough of the desired pixels to pass the
color thresholding test.
Unfortunately, this usually results in undesired non-glove pixels passing the color thresh-
olding test as well. The resulting color thresholded image ends up passing the glove pixels
as well as a variety of other undesired smaller pixel groups. Figure 2.8 below shows the
author wearing makeshift green and pink gloves. As has been previously stated, the goal of
color thresholding is to extract the conductor’s gloves from the rest of the image. Once the
glove has been extracted, further processing stages can track the movement of the hands
and derive a rhythmic beat from that information.
When attempting to track the conductor’s right hand (the green glove in Figure 2.8),
the rst step involves choosing a pixel that represents a typical RGB color in the glove.
This color is then used to set a range of RGB threshold values centered around their
representative RGB pixel value. As an example, assume that the typical RGB pixel value
chosen corresponds to RGB intensities of 132, 153, and 95, respectively. The next step is
to set a range of RGB intensity values around the representative RGB pixel value that will
13
Figure 2.8: Full RGB color image of conductor wearing bright colored gloves.
hopefully represent most of the pixels corresponding to the conductor’s green glove. The
threshold ranges must be chosen large enough so that the glove can still be detected when it
undergoes various amounts of shading as the conductor moves his hand. However, the RGB
threshold ranges also must be kept small enough so that other scene color in the image are
not also passed. Choosing the ideal size for the RGB thresholds requires a certain amount
of experience as well as some initial experimentation on the part of the system operator.
Figure 2.9 shows the results of Figure 2.8 after having been color thresholded with a Red
\pass" range of 112 to 152, a Green \pass" range of 138 to 168, and a Blue \pass" range
of 75 to 115. These values are all centered around the typical representative pixel chosen
earlier. As Figure 2.9 shows, a great number of undesired scene pixels in the image get
passed in addition to the conductor’s glove.
2.2.2 Controlling the surrounding environment
The problem of passing too many non-glove pixels can be minimized{but not completely
eliminated{in a couple of dierent ways. The simplest method involves controlling the colors
in the scene. For example, placing a black backdrop behind the conductor and having the
conductor wear all black would allow the use of a fairly large set of RGB \pass" colors in
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Figure 2.9: Figure 2.8 after RGB color thresholding the green glove.
the color thresholding module, yet would not result in a large amount of non-glove pixels
passing the color threshold test. While this is the simplest method, it requires a fairly
signicant amount of setup beforehand. Additionally, the overall goal of this project is
to have an actual conductor conduct the Virtual Orchestra as he or she would conduct a
real orchestra. Constraining the scenery colors introduces additional constraints that would
further distance this Human Computer Interface from the requirements of an actual live
performance.
2.2.3 RGB to HLS Conversion
A second method for eliminating undesired pixels from passing the color threshold test
involves a transformation from the RGB color space representation into another color space
representation known as HLS (Hue, Luminescence, and Saturation). The main advantage
of the HLS color space representation is that an object of a certain color can undergo a large
amount of bleaching and brightness change (which correspond with variations in Saturation
and Luminescence) as a result of changing lighting conditions, with only a small amount of
change in the Hue of the given color. As a result, the set of \pass" colors expressed as a
narrow range of hue and wider ranges of saturation and luminescence can be more easily
focused on the colors that one would expect from the glove. For example, if the conductor
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wears a green glove, in RGB space it may be necessary to choose a range of red, green, and
blue colors of 20, 30, and 20, respectively, in order to maximize the amount of glove pixels
passed and keeping the number of non-glove pixels passed low as well. This results in a
set of 12,000 (20x30x20=12,000) \pass" colors. In HLS, the colors of the glove could be
represented more accurately by setting the hue, luminescence, and saturation ranges to 10,
20, and 30, respectively. This results in just 6,000 (10x20x30=6,000) \pass" colors, a large
reduction in the color pass band of this system.
The HLS color space can be visualized as a \double-hexcone" (see Figure 2.10(a)). In the
HLS color space the color, or \hue", is represented by the angle around the vertical axis of
the double hexcone and ranges from 0 to 360 degrees. An angle of 0 degrees represents red.
The amount of \saturation" in a color is determined by the distance from the vertical axis
of the double hexcone and ranges from 0 to 1. The brightness, or \luminescence" of a color
is determined by the position on the vertical axis of the double hexcone and ranges from 0
to 1. All gray colors have zero saturation. Maximally saturated hues have a saturation of 1
and a luminescence of 0.5. Figure 2.10(b) shows a representative set of HLS \pass" colors
dened for the color thresholding. As can be seen, the \pass" colors are represented as a
\slice of pie" rather than the box representation in RGB color space. The RGB to HLS
conversion algorithm used was based on pseudo-code algorithm given in Figure 13.36 of the
book by James D. Foley [5].
Figure 2.11 shows an example of Figure 2.8 after being color thresholded in the HLS
color space. The Hue \pass" range is from 34 to 74. The Luminescence \pass" range is
from 101 to 131. The Saturation \pass" range is from 36 to 76. These ranges produce a
total of 48,000 (40x30x40=48,000) \pass" colors. The \pass" ranges used in the RGB color
thesholding example in Figure 2.9 also produce a total of 48,000 \pass" colors. However,
comparing the results of the RGB color thresholding in Figure 2.9 with the results of the
HLS color thresholding in Figure 2.11 shows that although the HLS thresholding example
\passed" approximately the same amount of the conductor’s glove as the RGB example,
far fewer scene areas \pass" in the HLS example than the RGB color thresholding example.
This illustrates the ability of the HLS color space representation to focus on the colors
specic to the glove.
The main disadvantage in the HLS color space representation is that it requires addi-
tional processing time. Since most video cards do not represent color in HLS format, every
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Figure 2.10: (a) The HLS double hexcone. Gray values are represented by the vertical axis
of the double hexcone. (b) The HLS double hexcone with a \slice" of color thresholding
\pass" colors.
Figure 2.11: Figure 2.8 after HLS color thresholding the green glove.
pixel in the image must rst be converted to the HLS color space representation and then
color thresholded. The Broadway video capture card used in this application performs a
type of MPEG compression on each video frame, which must be decompressed to RGB
format. Representing the pixel colors in terms of the HLS color space requires an addition
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conversion process from the RGB color space representation to the HLS color space repre-
sentation. Although the RGB to HLS conversion itself does not require a large number of
CPU clock cycles to compute, applying it to each pixel in an image results is a signicant
use of system resources. For example, the RGB to HLS conversion code would have to be
run 78,000 times on a 352x240 image.
The RGB to HLS conversion code was implemented and tested, however it proved to
be far too slow. Converting each pixel in a 352x240 image took approximately 50-70 mil-
liseconds per frame. Since live video is sent at 30 frames per second, the total processing
time available per frame is approximately 33 milliseconds. RGB to HLS conversion takes
approximately twice this amount of time and thus was far too slow for real time operation.
However, color thresholding in the HLS color space resulted in much better overall color
thresholding performance for two main reasons. First, the HLS color space is easier for the
system operator to visualize, thus making it easier to select an appropriate \pass" color
range. Second, as a result of being able to select a better \pass" range, fewer undesired
scene areas \pass" the color thresholding and more of the conductor’s glove does \pass"
the color thresholding test. Although the HLS color space cannot currently be used for
color thresholding because of speed issues, because of it’s superior performance it should be
reintroduced into this HCI system when technology improvements permit its use.
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2.3 Estimating the Position of the Conductor’s Hand
After a black and white threshold image has been created by the color thresholding
module, the next problem is to determine which of the various \passed" areas in the thresh-
old image (the white pixels) correspond with the object of interest (the conductor’s glove).
The rst method proposed involved a process known as \erosion". As its name implies,
the erosion method erodes unconnected features, leaving the largest groups represented by
their core pixels.
2.3.1 Erosion
An example erosion algorithm works as follows: A 3x3 erosion \matrix" is dened as
shown in Figure 2.12 below. Starting with the top left pixel, the pixels in the image under
test (IUT) are placed in this matrix. If all of the eight outside elements of the matrix are
white, then the pixel in the image corresponding to the center element of the matrix is set
to white (see Figure 2.13(a)). If even one of the eight outside pixels is black, then the pixel
in the image corresponding to the center element of the matrix is set to black (see Figure
2.13(b)). This same process is applied to each pixel in the IUT.
The result of erosion is that the bordering pixels of features erode away, with small
features becoming smaller and eventually disappearing altogether. The goal of the erosion
method was to remove the smaller artifactual feature pixels that resulted from accidental
contour matches. These artifactual feature pixels are scattered throughout the scene and
do not represent the object of interest by taking advantage of this feature of erosion. The
desire was to have only a single white area representing the object of interest left after
running an erosion on the color thresholded image. A single white area representing the
object of interest would make it relatively fast and easy to scan the image for the white
pixels. The white pixels could then be used to calculate the total area and the center of
mass of the object of interest in terms of x-y coordinates within the frame. This center of
mass information would be used to by later stages determine the beat information from the
conductor.
Figure 2.14 shows the results of processing Figure 2.9 after a single erosion has been
applied. As can be seen, performing a single erosion does not guarantee that all of the
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Figure 2.12: (a) The 3x3 erosion \matrix" applied to the rst position in an example 10x8
image. (b) The 3x3 erosion extract from the rst pixel position. (c) The 3x3 erosion
extract from the second pixel position. The numbers inside each box correspond with the
pixel number in top image.
extraneous non-glove areas will be removed from the color thresholded image. Figure 2.15
shows Figure 2.9 after erosion has been applied to it twice. The extraneous non-glove areas
still have not all been removed. Figure 2.16 shows the result of ve erosions having been
applied to Figure 2.9. By this time, all of the extraneous areas have been removed, but
the area representing the glove has been nearly removed as well. Furthermore, there is no
guaranteed way of determining how many erosions must be run on a given image, since the
amount of extraneous pixel data can vary depending on how well the color thresholding
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Figure 2.13: (a) All of the outer pixels are white, therefore the inside pixel (pixel number
11) is set to white. (b) One of the outer pixels is black, therefore the inside pixel is set to
black.
works for a given glove color in a given lighting environment. If multiple erosions must
be run on the same picture, the amount of processing time required becomes prohibitively
large. Even a single erosion requires signicant processing time since nine pixels must be
read or set for each pixel in the image. For example, a 256x256 image consists of 65,536
pixels. Each of these pixels must be accessed nine times for a total of nearly 590,000 pixel
accesses. Obviously this will take a great deal more time than an operation such as color
thresholding, which only requires operating on each pixel in an image once.
Because of the inherently slow nature of the erosion algorithm due to the number of
pixel read/writes required and because multiple erosions must be run on a given image, the
erosion method proved to be too slow for use in this real-time system.
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Figure 2.14: Figure 2.9 after performing a single erosion operation.
Figure 2.15: Figure 2.9 after performing two erosion operations.
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Figure 2.16: Figure 2.9 after performing ve erosion operations.
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2.3.2 Contour extraction and center of mass calculations
Having discovered that the erosion method was not feasible for real-time operation, a
second method was proposed for determining which area of the color threshold image is
the object of interest. This method is based on a contour extraction technique [3] coupled
with a moment computation algorithm. Contour extraction of an image involves scanning
the image for a change in color and tracing the border between the two colors, resulting in
an outline of the object. Figure 2.17(a) shows two white objects on a black background.
The contour extraction algorithm starts at the top left corner of the image and begins
scanning across each row until it detects a pixel with a change in color (white) (pixel \0"
in Figure 2.17(b). At this point the algorithm reverses direction from the current direction
and begins a clockwise search around the white pixel until another white pixel is detected.
This process continues until the entire contour border has been traced. As each border pixel
is determined, the x-y coordinates of the pixel get placed in an array of x-y point structures.
The numbers labeled in the contour border pixels of Figure 2.17 represent the pixel location
within the array of border pixels. The algorithm knows when the entire contour has been
traced by comparing each new border pixel with the rst border pixel. When a border pixel
has the same x-y coordinates as the original border pixel, the contour has been completely
traced. The area and center of mass of the object can both be calculated from the location
of the border pixels. The details of these calculations will be discussed later.
However, as was seen in Figure 2.9, color thresholded images typically have many \fea-
tures" in them, most of which are undesired non-glove features. The goal of the contour
extraction method is to trace out all of these features and determine which feature has the
greatest area based on the contour information. If the color thresholding has been done
well, the feature with the largest area should be the conductor’s glove.
Obtaining the contours in an image with many features is more dicult than for an
image with just a single feature. As was stated above, contour extraction begins by scanning
across each row in an image until a pixel with a change in color has been detected. Once the
pixel has been detected, the border pixels are found. In order to continue nding the other
features in the image, the contour extraction module must begin where it found the rst
border pixel for the previous features (pixel \0" in Figure 2.17(b)) and continue scanning
across the rows until the next feature has been detected. Unfortunately, the same object
will be detected again when the scanning procedes across the next row. In the example in
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Figure 2.17(b), pixel \1" will be detected next, forcing the contour extraction algorithm
calculate the entire contour again. This will happen for each row in the object and obviously
will waste a great deal of time.
This problem can be eliminated by scanning through the array containing the x-y lo-
cation of the border pixels for the maximum and minimum x and y values. These x and
y maxima and minima values form the boundary of a box that completely contains the
feature. Each pixel in this box is set to black. Figure 2.17(c) shows the box that covers all
of the current contour pixels. For illustrative purposes, the box in drawn in gray. Once the
contour border has been determined for a given feature, the feature is removed (blacked out)
and thus will not be detected when the row scanning begins again. The image scanning,
border tracing, area and center of mass calculation, and black box processes (see Figures
2.17(d),(e)) are repeated until the bottom right pixel of the image has been reached.
Area and center of mass calculations
After obtaining each contour border, the area and center of mass of the contour can be
quickly calculated. The center of mass of a two-dimensional object is dened as:
Center of Mass =

M10
M00
;
M01
M00

(2.1)
where Mmn denotes the m− th and n− th moments in the x and y directions, respectively.
Mmn is dened as
Mmn
4
=
X
k  obj
xnky
m
k (2.2)
where k is an index into an array of pixels comprising the object.
The fundamental theorem of sum calculus [17] can in subscript notation be written as
nX
k=1
yk = 
−1yk
n+1
1
(2.3)
where −1 is the inverse of the sum operator
P
. For example
−1x(m) =
x(m+1)
(m+ 1)
;m 6= −1 (2.4)
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Figure 2.17: (a) An example image after color thresholding. (b) The border pixels of the
rst object are detected. The numbers correspond with the array index in which these
pixels are stored. (c) The object is blacked out. For illustrative purposes, this area is gray.
(d) The second contour border is detected. (e) The second contour area is blacked out.
where x(m) = x(x− 1)(x− 2):::(x −m+ 1).
This theorem states that instead of summing over all of the k0s in a function, one can
get the same results by evaluating the new expression only for the cases when k = 1 and
k = n + 1. This result allows us to derive the moment equations using only the contour
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boundary pixels in an object rather than all of the pixels in the object. Since the contour
extraction algorithm nds the boundary values for an object and stores them in an array,
the boundary approach will be much faster for two main reasons. First, the boundary pixels
have already been obtained by the contour extraction algorithm, so working with this data
is relatively easy. Second, calculating any given moment from just the boundary pixels saves
signicant processing time (especially with large objects) because the number of boundary
pixels is many fewer than the total number of pixels in the object.
By denition, M00 is the area of a two dimensional object. Substituting into Equation
2.2, the area is dened as
M00 =
X
k  obj
x0ky
0
k (2.5)
=
X
k  obj
1 (2.6)
where the kth pixel has coordinates (i; j). Splitting k into its i and j components gives
M00 =
X
y  ObjRows(x)
X
x  ObjRows(y)
1 (2.7)
where ObjRows(y) contains xs (start) and xe (end), and ObjRows(x) contains ys (start)
and ye (end).
Solving the inner summation of Equation 2.7 and using the fundamental theorem of sum
calculus in Equation 2.3 gives
X
x  ObjRows(y)
1 =
X
x  ObjRows(y)
x(0) (2.8)
= x(1)
xe+1
xs
(2.9)
= xjxe+1xs : (2.10)
Substituting Equation 2.10 back into Equation 2.7 and solving for the outer summation
gives
M00 =
X
y  ObjRows(x)
x

xe+1
xs
(2.11)
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X
i
xyi (2.12)
where yi = yi−yi−1. Equation 2.12 is known as the oriented summation of M00. The area
equation (M00) given in Equation 2.12 only requires the location of the contour boundary
pixel locations and is easily implemented in software.
The rst x moment M10 is also obtained by substituting into Equation 2.2.
M10
4
=
X
k  obj
x1ky
0
k (2.13)
=
X
k  obj
x1k (2.14)
where the kth pixel has coordinates (i; j). Splitting k into its i and j components yields
M10 =
X
y  ObjRows(x)
X
x  ObjRows(y)
x (2.15)
where ObjRows(y) contains xs (start) and xe (end) and ObjRows(x) contains ys (start)
and ye (end).
Using the fundamental theorem of sum calculus, the inner summation of Equation 2.15
can be solved for.
X
x  ObjRows(y)
x =
X
x  ObjRows(y)
x(1) (2.16)
=
x(2)
2

xe+1
xs
(2.17)
=
x(x− 1)
2
xe+1
xs
(2.18)
=
x2 − x
2

xe+1
xs
(2.19)
where x(m) = x(x−1)(x−2):::(x−m−1). Therefore, x(2) = x2−x. Substituting Equation
2.19 into Equation 2.15 gives
M10 =
X
y  ObjRows(x)
x2 − x
2

xe+1
xs
(2.20)
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=
1
2
X
i
(x2 − x)yi (2.21)
where yi = yi − yi−1. As with Equation 2.12, the rst x moment M10 equation given in
Equation 2.21 is an oriented sum and only uses contour boundary pixel locations.
The rst y moment M01 is also obtained by substituting into 2.2.
M01
4
=
X
k  obj
x0ky
1
k (2.22)
=
X
k  obj
yk (2.23)
where the kth pixel has coordinates (i; j). Splitting k into its i and j components gives
M01 =
X
y  ObjRows(x)
X
x  ObjRows(y)
y (2.24)
where ObjRows(y) contains xs (start) and xe (end) and ObjRows(x) contains ys (start)
and ye (end).
Equation 2.24 can be rarranged as
M01 =
X
y  ObjRows(x)
y
X
x  ObjRows(y)
1 (2.25)
Using the fundamental theorem of sum calculus [17], the inner summation of Equation 2.25
can be solved for.
xeX
x=xs
1 =
xeX
x=xs
x(0) (2.26)
= xjxe+1xs (2.27)
where x(m) = x(x− 1)(x− 2):::(x−m− 1). Substituting Equation 2.27 back into Equation
2.25 gives
M01 =
X
y  ObjRows(x)
yx

xe+1
xs
(2.28)
=
X
i
xyi (2.29)
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where yi = yi − yi−1. As with Equations 2.12 and 2.21, the rst y moment M01 equation
given in Equation 2.29 is an oriented sum, thus it only uses contour boundary pixel locations.
Another advantage of Equations 2.12, 2.21, and 2.29 is that they all have a y term in
them. Therefore, y only needs to be calculated once per border pixel location, thus
saving computation time.
Since the goal is to nd the contour with the largest area, each time the area and the
rst x and y moments for the current contour have been calculated, the area is compared
with the largest area found thus far. If the current contour has an area that is greater than
any contour found thus far, the current contour is set as the largest contour and the x and
y positions of the center of mass for this contour are saved.
2.3.3 \Sub-window" Optimization
Performing color thresholding and contour extraction on the entire image for each frame
requires a signicant amount of processing time that can be largely eliminated. Once the
largest contour has been found on a given frame, a smaller \sub-window" around the center
of mass of the largest contour can be processed instead. Figure 2.18 shows an example of
the sub-window in use. The area inside the sub-window is being processed, while the area
outside the sub-window is ignored. Although the conductor’s hand may be moving rapidly,
if this sub-window is large enough, the next video frame will almost certainly contain the
conductor’s glove again. As a precautionary measure, if the area of the largest contour for a
given frame falls below a certain threshold, the smaller thresholding window will disappear
and the entire image will be color thresholded. This enables the system to relocate the
conductor’s glove in cases when it disappears from the sub-window area. The sub-window
method saves signicant processing time because only a small portion of the individual
frames need to be processed. Pixel reading and writing is a very time-consuming process,
therefore eliminating any pixel read/writes is highly advantageous. As an example, consider
a relatively large sub-window size of 150x150. In an image that is 352x240, this reduces the
number of pixels that need to be processed by more than 3.75 times. Thus, sub-windowing
provides substantial savings in processing time.
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Figure 2.18: A single frame from a live video capture session. The black box around the
hand shows the sub-window. White pixels within the black box show the color thresholded
glove pixels.
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2.4 Center of Mass data analysis
Once the center of mass for each frame has been determined, the next step involves
detecting the beat from the conductor’s beat pattern. At rst this appears to be an enor-
mously dicult task given the wide variety of conducting patterns that this system would
have to interpret.
1 2 1 2
(b)(a)
Figure 2.19: Two example 2-beat conducting patterns. (a) A legato style pattern. (b) An
angular style pattern.
1 3 2
(a) (b)
2 1 4 3
Figure 2.20: (a) A typical 3-beat conducting pattern. (b) A typical 4-beat conducting
pattern.
With such a wide variety of possible conducting patterns, it would seem that determining
the beat without any prior knowledge of the piece would be nearly impossible. However,
analyzing the center of mass information for several conducting patterns reveals some very
useful information.
Once the system was able to detect the center of mass of the glove for each video frame,
the x and y locations of the center of mass were sent to an output le. The data in these
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les could then be loaded into a spreadsheet program and plotted versus time (or frame
number). Knowing how to interpret the center of mass data and detect the beat requires
a good understanding of the nature of the x and y-axis movement in various conducting
patterns. The hope was that analysis of actual center of mass data coming out of the system
would provide a better clue as to how to detect the beat. For example, would it be possible
to rely on only x-axis or y-axis data or would it be necessary to look at both x and y-axis
data simulataneously?
As an initial test, a simple two-beat conducting pattern similar to Figure 2.19(b) was
used. This conducting pattern is mainly just an up-down gesture with very little side-to-
side motion. Looking at the plot of x-axis movement versus frame number in Figure 2.21
does not reveal an easily discernable pattern. However, the plot of y-axis movement versus
frame number in Figure 2.22 reveals a nearly sinusoidal waveform.
Figure 2.21: X-axis position versus frame # of a 2 beat conducting pattern
Note that Figures 2.21 through 2.29 all have their origin at the top left corner of the
chart, similar to the way a bitmap image is represented. For the Figures representing y-axis
movement, this directly corresponds with the basic up-down movement of the hand as seen
in the video frames. Therefore, when viewing the charts representing y-axis movement, the
up-down movement of the output data directly corresponds with the up-down movement of
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Figure 2.22: Y-axis position versus frame # of a 2 beat conducting pattern
the hand versus time. In addition, the position of the beat and the beat number within the
measure are labeled on the graphs. Note that these examples do not begin on beat number
one. A conductor almost always precedes an entrance with a \preparatory" beat or beats.
The number of preparatory beats given is conductor-dependent. How the system will know
how many prepartory beats are given is a potential problem that will be dealt with later.
Comparing Figure 2.22 with the trace of a two beat pattern in Figure 2.19(b) shows
that the beat directly corresponds with the minima in Figure 2.22. In other words, the beat
corresponds with a change in direction from a downward movement to an upward movement.
The minima and their corresponding beat number are labeled in the charts. With a simple
up-down beat pattern such as this, it was not very surprising that the minima in the y-axis
data directly correspond with the beat. However, it was fairly surprising that the y-axis
data is nearly sinusoidal. Figure 2.23 shows a plot of the x and y-axis movement versus
frame number. As this Figure shows, determining a beat from the x-axis information would
be very dicult.
Since the two-beat pattern is a fairly simple beat pattern, the next step involved looking
at more complex conducting patterns such as three and four beat conducting patterns to see
what kind of information these patterns revealed. Figures 2.24 through 2.25 show the x and
y-axis movement of a three-beat conducting pattern similar to that in Figure 2.20(a). Again,
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Figure 2.23: X and Y-axis positions versus frame # of a 2 beat conducting pattern
the graph of x-axis movement does not reveal a great deal of information in regard to the
beat. However, the y-axis movement again is nearly sinusoidal and the minima correspond
directly with the beat number. Furthermore, the downbeat (beat number one) is easily
discernable because it is preceded by a large maximum, which corresponds to the hand
rising in preparation for the downbeat. Figure 2.26 shows the x and y-axis data together.
As with Figure 2.23 this shows that the x-axis data cannot be used for determining the
beat.
Based on the y-axis information from the two-beat and three-beat conducting patterns,
it would seem that one could make the assumption that a beat always directly corresponds
with a downward-to-upward change in hand direction. As a further conrmation of this
assumption, a four-beat pattern was also analyzed. Figures 2.27 through 2.29 show the data
for a four-beat conducting pattern (see Figure 2.20). Again, the x-axis movement shown
in Figure 2.27 provides almost no beat information, however, the y-axis shown in 2.28
movement does. As with the two and three-beat conducting patterns, the y-axis movement
appears very sinusoidal in nature. Again, the downbeat (beat number one) of each measure
is easily discernable due to the large rise in the hand position prior to the downbeat.
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Figure 2.24: X-axis position versus frame # of a 3 beat conducting pattern
Figure 2.25: Y-axis positions versus frame # of a 3 beat conducting pattern
2.5 Beat detection
The analysis of the four-beat conducting pattern further conrms that the previous
assumption was correct: that a beat always directly corresponds with a downward-to-
upward change in direction. Consultation with several conducting textbooks shows that
nearly every possible conducting pattern relies on a downward-to-upward change in direction
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Figure 2.26: X and Y-axis positions versus frame # of a 3 beat conducting pattern
Figure 2.27: X-axis positions versus frame # of a 4 beat conducting pattern
as a means of expressing the musical beat.
Thus, this greatly simplies the means needed for beat detection. The x-axis data can
be completely ignored, while the y-axis data can be searched for a change in direction from
downward to upward movement. Once this change has been detected, a MIDI message can
be sent to the Virtual Orchestra, thus controlling the tempo of the Virtual Orchestra.
The maxima and minima of a waveform can easily be processed in real time by sub-
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Figure 2.28: Y-axis positions versus frame # of a 4 beat conducting pattern
Figure 2.29: X and Y-axis positions versus frame # of a 4 beat conducting pattern
tracting the previous data point from the current data point. If the y-axis waveforms in
Figures 2.22, 2.25, and 2.28 are rising, subtracting the previous y position value from the
current y position value produces a negative value. Note that the y-axis scale of these Fig-
ures increases from top to bottom. If the waveform is unchanging, the result is zero. If the
waveform is falling, this produces a positive value. Mathematically, this can be expressed
as:
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d[n] = sgn (y[n]− y[n− 1]) (2.30)
where sgn is the signum function, dened as
sgn(y) =
8<: 1 if y < 0−1 if y  0 (2.31)
According to the reference scale used, a maxima is characterized by a change from a
negative to a positive sgn(y). Similarly, a minima is characterized by a change from a
positive to a negative sgn(y). Since the beat directly corresponds with the minima, the
system only has to search for a change in sgn(y) from positive to negative. A minima
cannot be detected until the rst rising point after the minima has been acquired, so a
slight delay will always be present. However, since the center of mass data is being sent at
30 frames per second, this intoduces a very small 33 millisecond delay{a delay too small to
be detected by the human ear. Furthermore, although in real life situations it is possible
that the musicians watching the conductor can anticipate the beat, they will never know
exactly where the beat is until they have seen a slight lift in the conductor’s hand from a
downward to an upward movement. Therefore, this processing delay is insignicant.
Unfortunately, the actual y-axis data often contains small spikes of noise due to several
possible factors. An example of this kind of noise can be seen in Figure 2.22. At approx-
imately frame number 105, a slight \glitch" in the rising waveform can be seen. Noise of
this kind occurs most often as a result of poor color thresholding. When all of the colors
in the glove are not thresholded out, the result is a thresholded image in which some parts
of the glove are thresholded, while other parts are not. If large sections of the thresholded
glove are completely separated, the system will choose the section with the largest area
(described in Section 2.3.2). However, if the conductor’s glove changes position just enough
in the next frame to change the shading and/or reflection on the glove so that more of the
glove is thresholded, the entire glove may appear as one large area after color thresholding.
Depending on the velocity of the hand motion, this could result in a change in center of
mass location from one frame to the next that is in the opposite direction from the direction
of motion of the glove itself.
For example, assume that the conductor’s hand is moving in a downward direction. As
an extreme case assume also that for the rst frame, the lower half of the conductor’s hand
has the largest area and therefore its corresponding center of mass position is calculated. If
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the next frame were to threshold out the upper half of the hand, it is entirely possible that
the center of mass for this upper area is above the center of mass position for the previous
frame. Since the conductor’s hand is moving downward, this would result in an undesired
change in direction, or \glitch", in the waveform.
Figure 2.30 illustrates this process. The dark areas represent the thresholded area and
the cross represents the center of mass of the thresholded area. As can be seen, although
the hand itself reaches the bottom of its motion at frame #5, the center of mass of the
thresholded area may not be at its lowest at this point. In this example, the center of mass
of frame #4 is lower than the center of mass of frame #5, resulting in a beat being detected
on frame #5. This would result in an beat being incorrectly generated slightly ahead of
the conductor’s actual beat. However, a bigger problem is that an extra beat would be
detected. As can be seen, from frame #5 to frame #6 the center of mass decreases and
then increases again from frame #6 to frame #7, resulting in another beat being detected
at frame #7.
1 2 4 73 5 6
Y
Frame #
Figure 2.30: Motion of the conductor’s hand versus frame #. Dark areas represent possible
contour areas. Crosses represent the center of mass location of the contour. Although the
conductor’s hand moves smoothly from frame to frame, the corresponding center of mass
locations are not necessarily smooth. In this example, two minima occur (frame #4 and
#6), resulting in two beats being detected where only one beat should have occured.
As noted previously, an example of this can be seen in Figure 2.22 at approximately
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frame number 105. If the beat detection method described above is used, it would incorrectly
detect a beat at this \glitch" point. When viewed in the frequency domain, the tempo of
the conductor’s beat is connected with the fundamental frequency component. If we make
the valid assumption that a conductor will never conduct at a tempo faster than 200 beats
per minute, this corresponds with a maximum fundamental frequency of approximately
3.33Hz. The \glitch" points, however, will produce frequency components that are much
higher than the fundamental frequency. Therefore, these \glitch" points can be removed
by low pass ltering the waveform with a cuto frequency of approximately 4Hz. This was
done by introducing a third order digital low pass Butterworth lter to the dierentiator
equation shown in Figure 2.30. The transfer function of the lter is shown below.
H(Z) =
0:0842(1 + 2Z−1 + Z−2)
1− 1:0281Z−1 + 0:3654Z−2
(2.32)
Figure 2.31 shows a plot of the magnitude response of H(Z). As can be seen, this exhibits
a typical low pass lter characteristic.
The z-transform of Equation 2.30 can be expressed as
D(Z) = (1− Z−1)Y (Z) (2.33)
Introducing the lowpass lter transform in Equation 2.32 gives
Q(Z) = H(Z)
h
(1− Z−1)Y (Z)
i
(2.34)
=
0:0842(1 + 2Z−1 + Z−2)
1− 1:0281Z−1 + 0:3654Z−2
(1− Z−1)Y (Z) (2.35)
This can be expressed as
Q(Z)(1− 1:0281Z−1 + 0:3654Z−2) = 0:0842(1 + 2Z−1 + Z−2)(1− Z−1)Y (Z) (2.36)
Q(Z) = 0:0842(1 + 2Z−1 + Z−2)(1− Z−1)Y (Z) +
(1:0281Z−1 − 0:3651Z−2Q(Z) (2.37)
= 0:0842(1 + Z−1 − Z−2 − Z−3)Y (Z) +
(1:0281Z−1 − 0:3651Z−2Q(Z) (2.38)
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Figure 2.31: The magnitude response of the 3rd order low pass Butterworth lter H(Z)
shown in Equation 2.32.
Figure 2.32 shows the magnitude response of the Q(Z). This plot shows the combined
eect of the dierentiator D(Z) and the low pass lter H(Z).
Taking the inverse z-transform of Equation 2.38 gives
q[n] = sgn(0:0842(y[n]+y[n−1]−y[n−2]−y[n−3])+1:0281Q[n−1]−0:3651Q[n−2]) (2.39)
Equation 2.39 is easily implemented in software. When tested the low pass ltering did not
behave as expected. At fairly slow conducting tempos, the system reacted as expected{
beats were detected correctly and no erroneous extra beats were detected. However, as
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Figure 2.32: The magnitude response of the 3rd order low pass Butterworth lter H(Z)
multiplied by the magnitude response of Equation eq:orig.z.transform.
the conductor begins conducting faster, the system stops detecting beats altogether. This
is due to a problem which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. Because the overall
processing time for one frame takes approximately 100 milliseconds, approximately two out
of three video frames are skipped. The cuto frequency of a digital lter depends on the
sample rate. This digital Butterworth lter was designed based on the assumption that the
sample rate is 30Hz (30 frames/second). However, if two out of three frames are skipped,
this reduces the frame rate by a factor of three. As a result, the 3dB point for the low pass
lter drops by a factor of three as well. Therefore, instead of ltering out frequencies above
4Hz as it was designed to do, it is ltering out frequences above 1.33Hz (4Hz/3=1.33Hz).
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As a result, whenever the conductor begins conducting at a frequency above approximately
1.33Hz, the system never detects a beat.
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Chapter 3
Live Video Processing and MIDI
Note Generation
In this chapter we will discuss some specics of the data structures and object classes
encountered when creating a system based upon the Microsoft Video For Windows (VFW)
architecture. We hope to illuminate the structure of Device Independent Bitmaps (DIBs)
and how they are manipulated, as well as show how live video is manipulated within the
VFW architecture.
3.1 Device Independent Bitmaps (DIBS)
Many VFW related functions require or generate image data structures of the \DIB"
type. As the name implies, Device Independent Bitmaps, or DIBs, are device independent
meaning that these bitmaps can be read and displayed regardless of the type of video display
hardware in use. DIBs can come in a variety of dierent color formats. The most common
formats are 1, 8, and 24-bit formats, which indicate the number of bits used to describe a
pixel’s color. For example, a 1-bit bitmap can only represent two colors, which are typically
black and white. An 8-bit DIB is capable of displaying up to 256 dierent pixel colors.
Finally, a 24-bit DIB stores the exact red, green, and blue intensities of each pixel and thus
can display the full range of nearly 16.8 million colors.
A DIB consists of a BITMAPINFO structure describing the dimensions and colors of
the bitmap, and an array of bytes dening the pixels of the bitmap. The BITMAPINFO
structure has the following form:
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typedef struct tagBITMAPINFO {
BITMAPINFOHEADER bmiHeader;
RGBQUAD bmiColors[1];
} BITMAPINFO;
The BITMAPINFOHEADER member is another structure than contains information
about the dimensions and color format of a DIB. Its structure has the following form:
typedef struct tagBITMAPINFOHEADER{
DWORD biSize;
LONG biWidth;
LONG biHeight;
WORD biPlanes;
WORD biBitCount;
DWORD biCompression;
DWORD biSizeImage;
LONG biXPelsPerMeter;
LONG biYPelsPerMeter;
DWORD biClrUsed;
DWORD biClrImportant;
} BITMAPINFOHEADER;
The biCompression member is particularly useful because it species the type of com-
pression being used. If no compression is being used, the biCompression member is set to
zero. The biBitCount member species the number of bits per pixel. Therefore, on a full
24-bit color image, biBitCount will be set to 24. The biWidth and biHeight members give
the width and height of the bitmap, respectively. Since the size of the BITMAPINFO struc-
ture is variable due to the RGBQUAD member of the BITMAPINFO structure, the biSize
member of the BITMAPINOHEADER structure contains the current size of the BITMAP-
INFO structure. The biSizeImage member species the number of data bytes in the DIB.
In an uncompressed DIB, this would be equivalent to biHeight x biWidth x biBitCount.
Finally, the biClrUsed member species the number of color indices in the color table that
are actually used by the DIB. If biClrUsed is set to zero, the DIB uses the maximum number
of colors corresponding to the value of the biBitCount member. The other members of the
BITMAPINFOHEADER structure are of less importance.
The RGBQUAD member of the BITMAPINFO structure is used for DIBs that do not
use the full RGB color range. For example, pixels in an 8-bit DIB can only have 256
possible color values. Each of these 256 color values are assigned an RGB intensity. This
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table, or \color palette" is stored in the RGBQUAD member. Full 24-bit DIBs do not have
a color palette, thus they do not have an RGBQUAD member. This is why the size of the
BITMAPINFO structure is variable.
If the DIB is a \packed" DIB, the array of pixel data immediately follows the BITMAP-
INFO structure. Therefore, once a pointer to the BITMAPINFO structure or the BITMAP-
INFOHEADER structure has been obtained, the address of the pixel data can be obtained
by adding an oset to this pointer that corresponds with the size of the BITMAPINFO
structure as specied by the biSize member of the BITMAPINFOHEADER structure.
3.2 Working With Video For Windows (VFW)
One of the most dicult and time consuming aspects of this system design involved
working with Microsoft’s Video For Windows (VFW) class structure. Video For Windows
is a set of software tools and drivers for capturing, editing, and playback of video in the
Windows environment. Unfortunately the VFW functions have not been wrapped in their
own API, which makes programming with these functions rather dicult.
Paul DiLascia, a software consultant who has written many articles on C++ program-
ming, wrote a well-known class wrapper for capturing video using VFW [4]. DiLascia’s
\CCapWnd" class can interface a video capture card with VFW and it provides functions
for creating video capture windows inside an application framework. The Broadway appli-
cation code uses the CCapWnd class framework written by DiLascia. Since the application
code for the Broadway capture card is free to software developers, the algorithms developed
for this system were interfaced with the existing Broadway application code. Unfortunately,
these algorithms could not simply be \dropped" into place as was hoped.
When the Broadway application begins capturing video frames, a series of \callback"
procedures are installed. The most important callback for this application is the On-
VideoStream callback. Every time a video frame has been captured and is ready for
processing, VFW sends a WM CAP SET CALLBACK VIDEOSTREAM message. This
message is similar to other windows messages. For example, when the left mouse button
has been clicked, windows sends an ON WM LBUTTONDOWN message. If the active
application has mapped the ON WM LBUTTONDOWN message to a function, that func-
tion will be called. Similarly, if the WM CAP SET CALLBACK VIDEOSTREAM mes-
sage has been mapped to a function, that function is called every time windows sends the
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WM CAP SET CALLBACK VIDEOSTREAM message.
Fortunately, the existing Broadway application code included a CBVideoStream function
that was mapped to the WM CAP SET CALLBACK VIDEOSTREAM windows message.
The other important feature of the CBVideoStream callback procedure is that both the
handle of the current capture window (HWND) and a pointer to a VIDEOHDR structure
containing information about the video frame are passed into the CBVideoStream callback
procedure. As will be explained later, both of these parameters are extremely useful when
trying to process the video frames.
The VIDEOHDR structure as dened by VFW is shown below.
typedef struct videohdr\_tag
{
LPBYTE lpData; /* pointer to locked data buffer */
DWORD dwBufferLength; /* Length of data buffer */
DWORD dwBytesUsed; /* Bytes actually used */
DWORD dwTimeCaptured; /* Milliseconds from start of stream */
DWORD dwUser; /* for client’s use */
DWORD dwFlags; /* assorted flags (see defines) */
DWORD dwReserved[4]; /* reserved for driver */
} VIDEOHDR, NEAR *PVIDEOHDR, FAR * LPVIDEOHDR;
Having access to the VIDEOHDR structure is extremely important because this struc-
ture provides a pointer to each video frame’s data (lpData). Since both the color threshold-
ing and contour extraction algorithms must process 24-bit uncompressed bitmap images,
the hope was that if a pointer to the image data could be obtained, then a DIB could easily
be created. Unfortunately, things are not this simple. When we tried to create the new
DIBs from the VIDEOHDR pointer and process these DIBs, in addition to crashing the
Broadway application itself, we also ended up crashing Windows NT as well. It was at
this point that we realized that the video data coming out of the Broadway capture card
is compressed video data. After more researching we found that it was compressed in Data
Translation’s proprietary compression format known as BW10. The next step was to gure
out how to decompress this data.
Fortunately, VFW also provides a set of DrawDib functions for drawing images to the
screen. We found that by passing the handle of the current capture window and the pointer
to the compressed video data into the DrawDibDraw() function, we could display the cap-
tured video on the screen. If this function is capable of drawing a compressed video frame
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to the screen, somehow it must be able to access the BW10 codec and decompress the video
data. Fortunately, another DrawDib function (DrawDibGetBuer()) is available which
returns a pointer to the video frame data after it has been decompressed by the DrawDib-
Draw() function. This pointer can then be used to create a 24-bit uncompressed DIB.
This means that in order to create a DIB that can be processed by the color thresholding
and contour extraction algorithms, each compressed video frame must rst be decompressed
in video memory. A pointer to the decompressed video data in video memory is then used
to create a 24-bit DIB. This is a rather round-about way of doing things, but unfortunately
it was the only way available within the hardware/software context that we had adopted
earlier.
Since we are decompressing each frame and drawing it to the screen, the format that
each captured video frame is decompressed into depends on the current monitor settings.
For example, if the monitor is set to 16-bit color mode, the DrawDibDraw() function will
\decompress" from the BW10 compressed format to a 16-bit compressed video format rather
than the desired 24-bit uncompressed format. Therefore, the monitor must to be set to 24-
bit color mode in order for the DrawDibDraw() function to fully decompress each captured
video frame. Obviously a better overall solution needs to be found or the hardware base
must be changed.
The code below is a stripped-down version of the CBVideoStream callback procedure as
it is implemented in this system. The main features included here are: decompressing the
compressed video frame using DrawDibDraw(), obtaining the decompressed video buer
using DrawDibGetBuer(), creating the DIB from the decompressed video buer, color
thresholding the DIB, and drawing the results of the color thresholding to the screen using
DrawDibDraw() again.
CAPCALLBACK CCapWnd::CBVideoStream(HWND hwnd, LPVIDEOHDR lpVH)
{
DWORD dwSize;
BITMAPINFO *bmi;
dwSize = capGetVideoFormatSize(hwnd);
bmi = (BITMAPINFO *) new BYTE[dwSize]; //malloc(dwSize);
// Returns information to bmi about the video frame format
capGetVideoFormat(hwnd, bmi, dwSize);
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// We can now process the BITMAPINFO data ...
// Create a 24-bit DIB that has the same height and width as the
// video frame.
CSize dibsize (&bmi->bmiHeader->biWidth, &bmi->bmiHeader->biHeight);
CDib m_dib(dibsize, 24);
// Set a flag to NOT draw the image to the screen.
// Even though the image is not drawn to the screen, the video
// frame is still decompressed.
UINT flags = TRUE ? DDF_DONTDRAW : 0;
CClientDC dc(pFrame); //construct a device context
RECT rect;
pFrame->GetClientRect(&rect);
// draw the video frame to the screen
BOOL res = DrawDibDraw(m_hDrawDib,
dc.GetSafeHdc(),
rect.left,
rect.top+30,
-1,
-1,
&bmi->bmiHeader, //
lpVH->lpData,// POINTER TO THE COMPRESSED VIDEO DATA
0,
0,
bmi->bmiHeader.biWidth ,
bmi->bmiHeader.biHeight,
flags
);
// Get a pointer to the DECOMPRESSED video data
BYTE *temp = (BYTE *)DrawDibGetBuffer(m_hDrawDib, info, info->biSize, 0);
// Create a new pointer for the DIB and set it to the
// uncompressed video data.
BYTE * decompData;
decompData = new BYTE[info->biSizeImage];
for (count = 0; count < (int)info->biSizeImage; count++)
{
decompData[count] = * ( (LPSTR)temp + count );
}
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delete[] m_dib.m_lpImage; // delete current image pointer
m_dib.m_lpImage = decompData; // re-set image pointer to address of the
// buffer that contains the bitmap bits
// Perform the masking operation
// Center and delta values are temporarily hard-coded
m_dib.asmMask(
0,// is_RGB flag (temporarily invalid)
pView->r_val, pView->g_val, pView->b_val,
pView->r_delta, pView->g_delta, pView->b_delta,
center,// center of masking area
delta); // width of masking area around center
// Set flag so that can draw the color thresholded video to the screen.
flags |= FALSE ? DDF_DONTDRAW : 0;
// Draw the color thresholded DIB to the screen
res = DrawDibDraw(m_hDrawDib,
dc.GetSafeHdc(),
rect.left+2,
rect.top+32,
bmi->bmiHeader.biWidth ,
bmi->bmiHeader.biHeight,
&bmi->bmiHeader,
m_dib.m_lpImage, // Address of the buffer that
// contains UNCOMPRESSED video data.
0,
0,
bmi->bmiHeader.biWidth,
bmi->bmiHeader.biHeight,
flags
);
}
Before the DrawDib functions can be used, the DrawDibOpen() function must be called.
This function installs the DrawDib libraries and creates a DrawDib DC (Device Context)
for drawing. Since this function only needs to be performed when the capture window is
created, this function was called in the capture window class constructor.
CCapWnd::CCapWnd()
{
m_hDrawDib = DrawDibOpen();
}
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Before video streaming begins, the DrawDibBegin() function must be called. This
function sets the parameters of the DC that was created by DrawDibOpen(). Among
other parameters, DrawDibBegin() must be passed a pointer to a BITMAPINFOHEADER
structure that contains data specifying the video format. The biCompression member of
the BITMAPINFOHEADER structure contains species the current compression being
used. DrawDibBegin uses this information to install the appropriate codec (compressor-
decompressor). DrawDibBegin() only needs to be called once after the capture window has
been created. The code below shows how the DrawDibBegin() function is used.
BOOL CCapWnd::Create(LPCSTR lpszTitle, DWORD dwStyle,
int nID, CRect& rc, CWnd* pWndParent)
{
DWORD dwSize;
BITMAPINFO *bmi;
// Get the size of the video format structure
dwSize = capGetVideoFormatSize(m_hWnd);
bmi = (BITMAPINFO *)malloc(dwSize);
// The video format data is transferred to bmi
DWORD temp = capGetVideoFormat(m_hWnd, bmi, dwSize);
// Set appropriate flags
UINT flags = TRUE ? DDF_JUSTDRAWIT : 0;
BOOL result = DrawDibBegin(m_hDrawDib,
NULL,
-1,
-1,
&bmi-bmiHeader,
bmi->bmiHeader.biWidth ,
bmi->bmiHeader.biHeight,
flags);
// free bmi from memory
delete [] bmi;
return bDriver;
}
Similarly, when the capture window is destroyed, the flags and other settings set by
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DrawDibBegin() and DrawDibOpen() should be cleared by calling DrawDibEnd(). It is
not clear presently clear if DrawDibEnd() needs to be called. The DrawDib DC, however,
should be destroyed and the resources allocated for the DrawDib DC should be freed. The
DrawDibClose() function performs this operation and is placed in the capture window class
destructor along with the DrawDibEnd() function.
CCapWnd::~CCapWnd()
{
if (m_hWnd != NULL)
DestroyWindow();
BOOL res1 = DrawDibEnd(m_hDrawDib);
BOOL res2 = DrawDibClose(m_hDrawDib);
}
3.3 MIDI Note Generation
Microsoft also includes a set of functions for sending and receiving MIDI messages. As
with VFW, these functions are not wrapped in their own API, so working with them can be
dicult. Fortunately, Paul Messick has written a book [10] that includes a CD-ROM with
a set of libraries for use with the Microsoft Foundation Classes. Creating MIDI messages
using these libraries is discussed in detail in the book and is relatively straight-forward.
The code below is executed each time a beat is detected by the system. This code
generates a MIDI \C3" note that is sent out the joystick port on the PC’s soundcard. This
MIDI signal is sent directly into the Virtual Orchestra and is used to control the playback
tempo.
void CVidView::SendMIDI(UINT nFlags, CPoint point)
{
HMOUT hMidiOut; // declare a MIDI handle
MidiEvent evt; // declare a MIDI event structure
// Prepare to send MIDI messages
hMidiOut = OpenMidiOut(GetSafeHwnd(), 1, 0, MIDIOUT_DEFAULT);
if(hMidiOut != 0)
{
evt.status = 0x90; // ‘‘note’’ status message
evt.data1 = 0x3C; // MIDI note C3
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evt.data2 = 0x40; // velocity of 0x40
MidiOut.Put(&evt); // send the MIDI note
}
}
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
In this chapter we will discuss the timing results and overall system behavior of the
current system. Both the pros and cons of the current system are discussed as well as
potential areas for improvement. Finally, some areas for future features and developement
are included.
Figure 4.1 shows the system’s Graphical User Interface. Since the GUI for this system
was developed using the source code for the Broadway application, many of the features are
not applicable for this system. As can be seen, the video frames are displayed in a capture
window within the main frame of the GUI. The capture window shows the \sub-window"
area after color thresholding the conductor’s glove. This feature lets the user know how
well the colors in the glove are being thresolded out. Left-clicking the mouse on the capture
window brings up a dialog box that allows the user to adjust the RGB color threshold
values on-the-fly. In addition to sending a MIDI note when a beat has been detected, a
\Beat Detected" message is also sent to the status bar. This can be seen in the lower left
hand corner of Figure 4.1.
In addition to being able to process live video, the system can also capture and save
live unprocessed video to disk in real time. In this mode, the live video is saved as an AVI
stream. This AVI stream can then be played back and processed frame by frame as if it
were live video. This feature is particularly useful when testing the system’s algorithms for
two main reasons. First, playback does not have to be done in real time, thus no frames are
skipped. Second, it lets the designer test a particular frame sequence after making various
algorithm adjustments to see what kind of results are obtained.
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Figure 4.1: View of the nal system’s Graphical User Interface (GUI).
Figure 4.2 shows a picture of the entire system setup.
Figure 4.2: Professor Bianchi posing in front of the demonstration system. The PC on the
right is a 350MHz Pentium II running the beat detection system. The PC on the left is a
Macintosh running the Virtual Orchestra software. The video camera can be seen above
the Macintosh. The black box on the left is a synthesizer module with a an audio mixer
sitting on top of it.
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4.1 Timing Results
Table 4.1 shows timing results for each processing stage as well as overall processing
time. The processing times are broken down into processing times for an entire video frame
versus for a smaller 150x150 area of each video frame. The timer function used to time these
stages only has a resolution of approximately 10 milliseconds, thus these timing results are
only approximations.
Process Time (msec) Time (msec)
352x240 150x150
BW10 to RGB Decompression 40 40
Color Thresholding Frame 10-20 0-10
RGB to HLS Conversion 50-70 10-20
Drawing Processed 24-bit BMP to Screen 0-10 0-10
Contour Extraction
Area and Center of Mass Calculation 30-50 20-30
Beat Detection 0 0
Overall Time Per Frame
(Without HLS Conversion) 120-140 100
Table 4.1: Overall system timing results. Times given represent approximates times required
for a single video frame. The center column gives timing information for processing an
entire video frame. The left column gives timing information for processing a smaller area
(150x150) of a video frame.
Since video frames are captured at 30 frames per second, the overall goal is to perform all
of the frame processing within 33 milliseconds. As Table 4.1 shows, simply decompressing
each video frame from BW10 format to uncompressed RGB format takes 40 milliseconds.
Due to the compression algorithm used in the Broadway video capture card, the entire area
of each video frame must be decompressed despite the fact that only a small area of the
video frame may need to be processed. Thus, the decompression time is the same for both
a 352x240 image and a 150x150 area of the image.
Color thresholding an entire video frame requires 10-20 milliseconds, but as expected
that time can be reduced signicantly by processing a smaller area of the video frame.
Color thresholding a 150x150 area takes less than 10 milliseconds, which is well under the
33 millisecond limit.
As discussed previously, RGB to HLS color space conversion is very time consuming
because the conversion must be performed on each pixel in the image. Reducing the amount
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of processing area also reduces the number of conversions that must be made, thus reducing
the total amount of conversion time per frame. However, reducing the processing area to
a 150x150 area still requires 10-20 milliseconds of processing time. Since the RGB to HLS
conversion was shown not be necessary under well suited conditions, it was not used in this
system. However, its superior performance warrants it use when technology advances allow
its use.
For demonstration purposes, each color thresholded frame was drawn to the screen.
Although drawing to the monitor takes less than 10 milliseconds and is minor compared
with other processing stages, not drawing to the screen would save a valuable amount
of processing time. When the system is rst set up, the system operator needs to view
the color thresholded image on the screen in order to adjust the color thresholding values
for maximum eectiveness. Once this initialization has been done and the video camera
is centered on the conductor, the system no longer needs to draw to the screen. Future
revisions of this system should include an option to stop drawing to the screen, thus saving
processing time.
Contour extraction and area and center of mass calculations take a fairly signicant
amount of processing time. This is to be expected since contour extraction requires reading
each pixel in the image at least once. In addition, each pixel in the box encompassing the
contour must be set to black, which takes addition processing time. Finally, the area and
center of mass of each object must be calculated. Although the contour extraction and area
and center of mass calculation times can be reduced by processing a smaller area, processing
a 150x150 area still takes 20-30 milliseconds, which is a signicant amount of processing
time. Additionally, the amount of processing time depends on the performance of the color
thresholding algorithm. If color thresholding performs well, only one contour will need to
be extracted and blacked out. However, if many small areas are \passed" during color
thresholding, the amount of time it takes to perform the contour extraction algorithm may
increase signicantly.
As exptected, detecting the beat, or waveform minima, requires a negligible amount of
processing time due to the simple nature of this algorithm.
The overall timing results show that it takes approximately 120-140 milliseconds to pro-
cess a single frame. This time does not include the RGB to HLS color space conversion.
The result is that approximately three out of four video frames cannot be processed. Reduc-
ing the processing area to a 150x150 reduces the overall processing time to approximately
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100 milliseconds, resulting in approximately two out of three video frames being skipped.
Skipping video frames results in a fairly signicant problem with the system’s overall per-
formance. If the system can process a video frame every 33 milliseconds as was desired,
the amount of delay between the conductor’s hand movements and the systems response
would be a maximum of 33 milliseconds. In other words, once a conductor’s hand movement
changes from downward to upward motion (signifying a beat has occurred) the maximum
amount of time it would take the system to identify a beat would be 33 milliseconds. Since
the human ear is only capable of detecting delays of approximately 30-40 milliseconds or
more, this delay would be insignicant. However, when 2/3 or 3/4 of the video frames are
skipped, this reduces the time resolution of the system to approximately 100 milliseconds,
which can easily be detected by the human ear. Thus, music coming out of the Virtual Or-
chestra may speed up or slow down enough within a single measure to sound very \choppy"
to the listener.
4.2 Overall System Behavior
As stated above, since the overall processing time per frame takes two to three times
longer than the allotted 33 milliseconds, the time resolution of the system is less than
desired. This in turn can create a \choppy" response by the Virtual Orchestra.
Experiments showed that when the conductor conducts with a slow to moderate tempo
using a simple up-down conducting pattern, the system responds very well and the time
delays due to the reduced time base resolution are not easily detected because of the large
amount of time between beats. As the conductor increases the tempo, the time between
beats decreases and the delays due to the reduced time base resolution become more and
more evident to the listener. The system also responds similarly when the conductor
switches to more complex beat patterns that involve x-axis movements such as those shown
in Figure 2.19(a) and Figure 2.20.
Experiments also showed that the peformance of the color thresholding algorithm has
a large eect on the overall performance. When the color thresholding \passes" the entire
glove regardless of any lighting changes due to hand movement or rotation and minimizes
the number of scene areas that \pass", the system performs very well even at relatively
fast tempos. However, when the color thresholding does not consistently \pass" the entire
glove, situations like that illustrated in Figure 2.30 can occur fairly often, resulting in two
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beats being detected where only one beat should have occurred. This resulted in the need
for waveform smoothing/ltering as described in Section 2.5. However, simple discrete time
ltering also introduces an undesirable time delay because of the large linear phase slope of
narrow lters. In addition, because the sample rate varies due to the slow processing time,
the upper cuto frequency of any digital lowpass lter will not remain constant. This can
result in two problems. First, erroneous double beats may still be detected. Second, the
conductor’s beats may not even be detected because of the \floating" upper cuto frequency
problem discussed in section 2.5.
Experiments also showed that under good color thresholding conditions, the system is
capable of accurately responding to very small hand movements. It is possible for the
conductor to beat time by simply moving one nger up and down. The change in center of
mass location due to the nger moving up and down is enough for the system to accurately
detect a beat. While this is an extreme case, this level of accuracy is highly desirable since
many conductors will sometimes conduct with very small hand movements.
4.3 Future Development
The main problem with the current system is that each frame cannot be processed in 33
milliseconds. The simplest way to improve this problem would be to use a faster processor
than the Pentium II 350MHz processor used in this system.
Another means of reducing the processing time is to take advantage of the parallel
processing capabilities of future processors. The Pentium II processor provides a limited
number of parallel processing instructions using the MMX registers. Attempts were made
to utilize the Pentium II’s MMX instructions, however, the limited number of instructions
resulted in the need to add several extra instructions to the algorithms in order to use
the available MMX instructions. The time to process these extra steps outweighed any
advantage of using the MMX instructions. However, future processors are expected to
include more parallel processing instructions which may be used to speed up the processing
speed of the current algorithms.
Another major problem with the current system is the large amount of time it takes
to decompress an image from the Broadway video capture card’s BW10 format to uncom-
pressed RGB format. Using a color capture card that does not compress the video would
reduce the current processing time by more than 30 milliseconds.
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4.3.1 Future Features
Many additional features can be added to the current system in the future. The cur-
rent system detects the conductor’s beat, but does not detect the beat number within the
conducting pattern. As was shown earlier, all of the beat information lies in the y-axis
movement of the conductor’s hand. For that reason, the x-axis movement was ignored.
However, the x-axis movement does contain a great deal of information about the conduct-
ing pattern itself. For example, when analyzed in conjunction with the y-axis movement,
the x-axis movement reveals where the conductor’s hand is when the beat occurs. This can
be used to determine which conducting pattern the conductor is using as well as which beat
number has occurred within the given conducting pattern. For example, if the conductor
is conducting using a 3-beat conducting pattern as shown in Figure 2.20(a), the relative
x-axis position of the hand can be analyzed every time a beat is detected. Based on the
x-axis positions found, it should be possible to develop a system that can gure out that
the conductor is in fact using a 3-beat conducting pattern. Furthermore, each time a beat
occurs, it should be possible to determine which beat number has occurred within the given
conducting pattern. One drawback to a system of this nature is that it would require a min-
imum of one complete cycle of the conducting pattern before it would be able to determine
this sort of information.
Future development could also include interpreting other gestures of the conductor as
well. For example, the relative size of the conducting pattern often indicates the volume
that the conductor desires. A large conducting pattern is typically used for louder musi-
cal passages whereas a smaller conducting pattern is often used for softer passages. The
conductor’s gestures also can indicate the mood or style of playing that is desired. For
example, very flowing gestures are typically used for legato pieces whereas angular gestures
would be used for more march-like pieces. All of this information could be used to adjust
the playback style of the Virtual Orchestra.
With the current system, the conductor can conduct with either hand. Conductors
almost always maintain the conducting pattern with the right hand. The left hand may or
may not be used. The left hand can be used for a wide variety of interpretational gestures.
For more rhythmic emphasis, it can mirror the conducting pattern of the right hand. It can
also be used for cut-os and cues when conducting a live ensemble. However, in the Virtual
Orchestra the musical score is pre-programmed, making cues and cut-os unnecessary. For
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this reason, many of the gestures typically made by the left hand are not applicable to
the Virtual Orchestra. Despite this fact, both the left and right hand gestures could be
processed and interpretted by having the conductor wear two dierent colored gloves. This
would require dening two sets of threshold \pass" colors and running the current system
twice per video frame. Obviously this would require signicant advances in technology in
order process each frame twice in the 33 millisecond per frame timespan.
Another problem with the current system is experienced when beginning playback of
the Virtual Orchestra. Just prior to beginning a piece, conductors will typically raise their
hand(s) in a pose that warns the orchestra that the music is about to begin. When all of
the musicians appear to be ready, the conductor will give any number of preparatory beats.
The problem with this is that it is nearly impossible for a conductor to hold his or her hands
in a raised postion without at least some slight movements of the hand. If the conductor
tries to do this using the current system, even though the conductor’s hand(s) seem to be
at rest, the slight up-down movement of the conductor’s hand is often enough to result in
the system incorrectly detecting a beat. Although the ability of the system to detect a beat
from very small beat patterns is highly desirable once the music has begun, this ability
becomes a signicant problem when beginning a piece. This problem was bypassed in the
current system by holding the glove either above or below the view of the video camera
prior to startup. Once the system is running, the glove is brought into view of the video
camera. The rst change in direction from a downward movement to an upward movement
signies the rst beat. However, this present \solution" is not ideal and this problem should
be addressed in the future.
Finally, future development should perform some form of Kalman ltering on the center
of mass location of the glove. Kalman ltering would permit better tracking of the hand
position, which could be used to predict the future location of the hand. Being able to
predict the future position of the hand would allow the system to process an even smaller
\sub-window" area, thus saving even more processing time.
Still more advanced features that could be incorporated would include the use of a vir-
tual reality eye-wear display system. This would alow the conductor to \see" the performers
in the Virtual Orchestra. With appropriate links to the gesture interpreter, the conductor
could direct instructions for specic sections or instruments within the Virtual Orchestra.
Possible instructions could include increasing or decreasing the volume of specic instru-
ments within the Virtual Orchestra.
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